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Live Dirty, Eat Clean—  The author of Gutbliss and one of today’  s preeminent
gastroenterologists distills the latest research on the microbiome right into a practical plan for
boosting overall health.  is today’s hottest medical information subject.   Robynne Chutkan
clarifies the way the standard Western diet plan and our super-sanitized way of life are
starving our microbes, depleting the “great bugs” that are necessary for keeping us healthy,
and encouraging overgrowth of exactly the wrong types of bacteria. Dr.   But, simply because
Dr.  This is the first book to provide a practical, effective arrange for replenishing and
optimizing the vital ecosystem inside our gut. The microbiome—the collective name for the
trillions of bacteria that live in our digestive tract—  Chutkan explains, there are effective
lifestyle and diet adjustments we are able to make to reverse this damage. Begin living dirty
and consuming clean today to defend against disease and begin the road toward lifelong,
vibrant wellness. Chutkan has helped a large number of patients experiencing a disordered
microbiome with her extensive Live Dirty, Eat Clean Strategy, designed to remove damaging
medications and foods, replace important bacteria that have been dropped, and restore
wellness. The Microbiome Solution gives: a microbiome overview, nourishing dishes,
questions for your doctor, preventative and recovery health tips, and another frontier for a
severely troubled microbiome—the stool transplant.because every serious disease or chronic
ailment starts in our gut.  Dr.
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I expected so much more I expected a lot more out of this book. I purchased it on a
suggestion hoping to help some stomach problems I have been having. Reading through the
initial section was similar to hearing the same music on repeat. Pets don't eat other animals'
feces for nothing at all. "You are taking too many antibiotics", "you are not eating whole natural
foods" "Avoid being afraid of dirt".. I reach the next section longing for even more insight. Stop
taking unnecessary antibiotics and start eating whole foods. OK since I am doing both of these
things I keep reading hoping for even more. I hope that she & Well yea, everybody knows that.
Consult Your Gut, Not YOUR PHYSICIAN We live in a new age of weird diseases and
symptoms -- many traveling beneath the "auto-immune" banner. If they are not receiving the
meals they need, they are able to pass out of one's body making room for the poor bacteria.
Why not simply tell me what never to mix? I decided not to go as low as one star as now there
probably is the right info in right here for anyone who has no idea about gut health whatsoever
but when you have spent a while reading up online don't waste your cash. Chutkan views it as
a twin mission: living dirty and consuming clean. But don't mix certain ones, research it. recipes
One of the best books that I've read on the subject Loaded with details to get you on the right
track. My 8 yr previous son has had stress and chronic GI issues for the last 4 years. The exams
come back negative. I really like how she's in a position to simplify this issue of the
microbiome & Sometimes more lab tests are ordered, but rarely is a remedy found. Excellent
book for so many reasons Excellent book for so multiple reasons! Welcome to the globe of
microbes, the artful dodgers (at least when it comes to standard medical tests).If you fit the
description above, you need to be reading Dr. Chutkan's most recent book. Often outside,
barefoot and filthy, exercising through play and interaction with others?As patients feel sicker,
doctors unknowingly feed the flames by prescribing more discomfort medication, antibiotics,
etc. Some of the publication got a little bit repetitive and a little bit preachy, but don't let that
prevent you from integrating her message into your daily life! Dr. The misery proceeds.Well, if
all politics are local, all wellness is definitely in the gut. That's right. We will be the microbial
profile we prey on a daily basis. And while "feed" mainly means the mouth, in addition, it
includes the skin. Then fight back against bad bacteria and bad businesses that will shed no
tears over your sluggish and protracted demise. How Sick Are You? Which means we do
ourselves no favors by constantly washing our hands with hand sanitizers, applying skin items
and soaps with anti-bacterial elements and good-bacteria killing chemical substances (go
ahead, read the ingredients, see if you have the slightest idea about what you are slathering to
your skin and scalp on a daily basis... Great ideas for better health.The very best part: Chutkan
offers practical tips about turning it around -- what you ought to eat and what you ought to
not eat. and today it all makes sense. I learned that the reason I need to eat even more leafy
greens and vegetables is normally to feed the nice bacterias b/c they don't always
completely take up residence because you have a capsule every day. They are virtually all
GMO-made monstrosities right now, because of companies like Monsanto, that have their
income (and yes, Big Pharma's, too, because unwell people drive revenue) to watch after.
Certain bacteria (bad) thrive on sugars and artificial sweeteners and can hijack your own
body's eating preferences. What we call a "sweet tooth" is actually a type of bad bacterias
clamoring from your gut for more of what they have to survive (that it makes you sick means
little to them, they are out for themselves and haven't a clue that they will die with you). If you
are looking for more in depth information, look somewhere else. Chutkan. Remember when
you had been a kid? She discusses "dysbiosis," a broadly prevalent but rarely diagnosed
condition where in fact the microbial community within your body is way to avoid it of whack



-- low on good bacteria and on top of pathogens (bad bacteria) because of a host of modern-
day causes: the accumulated ravages of antibiotic treatments, alcohol consumption, stress,
diet (particularly lack of enough dietary fiber, vegetables, fruits, fermented foods and an
excessive amount of sugar, carbs, processed "food," genetically-modified food), antacid make
use of, NSAID use, birth-control pill regimes, chemotherapy, and artificial sweeteners.
Compare for this, where we spend so much time inside our antiseptic, air-conditioned houses,
take showers each day, shellack the skin we have with mysterious items, clean our homes
with even more mysterious, bacteria-killing products. What an unbelievable wealth of
information. Having fibromyalgia and CFS, she has proven me how I could help with my
existing treatment and what changes I probably have to make. THE Response! My child &
Chutkan even devotes a chapter to the hardcore cases. Here she discusses fecal transplants,
the most recent frontier for people who cannot turn around their severe circumstances
through lifestyle changes alone. I'll get him began on her dietary recommendments. It's been
a life-changer for those who have relentless conditions like irritable bowel syndrome (IBS),
Crohn's disease, ulcerative colitis, pouchitis, infectious diarrhea, etc. What took 1/3 of the book
could have easily been done in one chapter as she just kept repeating a similar thing. This
book will help me personally, along with with the medical tips I offer patients and
family/friends. It's squeamish sufferers who often choose never to heed such lessons.Finally,
and not least importantly, the book ends with 95 pages of "microbiome solution" recipes,
mostly for dishes that may feed the good and suppress the awful bacteria that live within you
-- food for stomach, skin, and soul. Certainly helps motivate me to consume better! Brave
New World (which looks suspiciously like our grandparents' Brave Aged World, before the
corporations and chemicals began to hijack our willingly sheep-like lives). Assistance: Buy or
have a look at of the library. Dr. I had been helped tremendously because of the MRT & I
would recommend this publication if you need to heal from a sickness or just want to age
group gracefully.. Chutkan on the Megyn Kelly show. In case you are new to this topic, check it
out.Chutkan also offers some basic day-to-day living guidance, too. It's a poor scene all
around.! Of course I'll speak to my doctor first. They kill the nice Army and arm the Terrorist in
your gut flora. What?Yep. An intuitive and fad-free approach to healthy living. we you live the
"Microbiome Solution" method and experiencing incredible health. I'm an MD and intensely
frustrated at how little the western medical community knows about nutrition and diet
because they relate with medical complaints that we see continuously in our patients. Nature
is frequently instructive (and gross). And the recipes look amazing- I am inspired to try all of
them., to try to relieve symptoms and show their patients they are "doing something. Might
conserve us from needless discomfort This is another book filled with information with which
we have to be familiar. FINALLY..." Doc and Standard Medicine don't know why, either. Recipe,
meet up with disaster. I have read this book many times and now utilize it as helpful
information." Vicious, meet circle. Good information I thoroughly think that healthy feeding on
and exercise can improve if not remedy a lot of medical issues that are over medicated. For
the very first time, I am finding the solutions to my health issues... 40 years, my issues have
already been getting worse. Watch out for corn, soy products, and sugar especially. Many
thanks Dr. Just a little dirt is a great thing, as has been outside (or opening home windows and
letting the exterior in)... This book was a fascinating approach to a healthy lifestyle. Very
detailed and easy to read... I bought this after viewing Dr. A whole lot of redundant, simple
information. Patient, match doctor (just as before): "Doc, I feel miserable and I don't know why.
Just one is that I am taking a number of different probiotics recommended by my practical



medicine physician for the past few years. Their doctors, in turn, follow the protocols of their
training and order up standard tests searching for something physical. Feces from healthful
patients with the correct microbial profiles are transplanted in to the intestines of the sick
patient with miraculous results (just look the other way and get over your aversion, I guess).
This is a great book that explains how the microbiome is certainly at the center of our health!
Chutkan is among my favorite doctor authors Dr. I read this reserve when I acquired it out from
the library and made a decision to purchase a copy. Today doc is beginning to question if he
includes a hypochondriac on his hands, and the sufferers either persist or resign themselves
to pain and misery, getting depressed as symptoms continue steadily to plague them. make it
very understandable for non-medical folks like myself. Regrettably she doesn't appear to be
open up to the thought of dealing with food sensitivities because of unreliable screening. Add
probiotics. other doctors would start to consider the MRT blood test as part of their
protocol.As to the book itself, yes, it really is somewhat repetitive sometimes rather than a
narrative wonder or anything, but I 4-star it for its contents and importance. Disappointed.
follow-up LEAP diet plan. I question if the challenging case she writes about could have been
helped further through the elimination of reactive foods? Details with great health advantages
This is a very informative and clarifies many questions one might have on the use of probiotics
and diet to improve ones health. It really is filled with new medical information beneficial to
improving or maintaining types wellness.. Chutkan delivers the commen sense that has been
lacking from the medical market. This was an Interesting read but I did so find it a little
redundant. One of the best books that I've read on the topic.. Actually no I am not really and
yes I am and no I am not!actually. Microbiome Solution Exceptional book, explains many
digestion problems, good ideas & People by the droves go to their primary care doctors and
complain of tummy and digestive ailments (bloating, food allergies, abdominal pain), light-
headedness, fatigue, skin rashes, eczema, rosacea, and worse. I also got to skip the chapter
concerning fecal transfer, which I know has shown to be life saving but I just didn’t wanna
know the intricacies. overwhelming Had not been what I thought experienced way to much
details for a lay person About the gut help and the immune system. Chutkan is one of the best
doctor authors. It is very informative and though I really do not have any of the chronic
illnesses mentioned, I got a lot by just learning about them and sharing. The quality recipes
were good as well. I am recommending this reserve to everyone I know. The knowledge may
save some of us from needless pain and the usual discomfort. didn't think so). This is a great
book that explains the way the microbiome is at the . Great suggestions for better health and
good recipes.
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